Gilbert Fitzhu
Golden

by A. Ernest Fitzgerald
On July 27, 1970, an elaborately
staged news conference’took place at the
Summer Palace in Sail Clemente. Emerging from a 90-minute meeting with tlie
President, Secretary of Defense Melvin
Laird had good news for the assembled
reporters. As reported by tlie newspapers, the Secretary, liis deputy David
Packard, Henry Kissinger, and others had
met with the President t o discuss the
then-secret Fitzliugli Report. Mr. Laird’s
message t o the newsmen was that the
report, a year in tlic making, would be
Ernest Fitzgerald is a former Deputy for Mariagernent Systems, Department of the Air Force.
f l e is now a consultant to the Businessman’s
Educational Fund and the Joint Economic
Comrnit tee of Congress.
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rcleascd the next day, and that it would
recommend changes in Pentagon procurement designed t o prevent massive
losses to taxpayers because of cost overruns on weapons programs.
After the Sail Clemente press conference made the news by announcing what
would be reported, tlie report was issued
with another press conference and the
appropriate fanfare-followed by analyses and personality profiles, wliicli kept
alive the good news that the Pentagon
was t o be brouglit under control.
Tlie Fitzliugli Report itself covered a
broad range of Pentagon management
problems, but the best-publicized items
dealt with big weapons procurement and
civilian control. The costly, overrunproducing procurement practices of tlie
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McNaniara era were t o be replaced by a
careful, conservative, step-by-step procurement approach, popularly called
“fly before you buy.” Civilian control
would be strengthened, with the Joint
Chiefs of Staff put in their place through
reorganization.
All this was handled masterfully, with
the appearance of great tougliness on the
part of the Administration and Fitzhugh,
tlie chairman of the board of the Metrop o l i t a n L i f e Insurance Company.
Fitzhugli held a press conference in
which he expressed wonder that the Pentagon works at all, which gained him tlie
reputation for having smitten the Pentagon. The New York Times and other
leading journals liailed the “new critic of
tlie Pentagon.” The press, TV, aiid radio
consensus was that the Fitzhugli Report
was not a whitewash after all and that
those who had said it would be should
take it all back aiid be ashamed of thcmselves.

A Bountiful Grace
Thc Fitzhugli Panel grew out of controversies in the spring of 1969, when
tlie Department of Defense was beset by
troublc from all sides -including embarrassing probes into the Pentagon’s sordid
procurement mess and the enormous
waste of military spending programs.
Secretary Laird was hopping mad about
the bad press which the big procurement
programs were receiving. On March 27,
he wrote a letter t o his assistants:
I ani incieasingly conceined about
allusions in the press and elsewhere t o
runaway costs on such key 01 major piograms as the C-SA.

He then went on t o ask for suggestions:
What sorts o f actions on DOD’s
[Department of Defense] part can be
taken to thwart or ameliorate the continuing adverse commentary o n program
costs and suspect technical effectiveness?

Soon tlie decision was made t o
employ the hoariest trick in tlic bui-eau-
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cratic book. A panel would be appointed
to study the problcm, and all the trimmings of the study commission syndrome were used. The establishment of
the group was announced with flourish
-by the President himself. The panel was
to have a year t o complete its work,
which would buy valuable time t o mcnd
fences and dim the public memory of
the then-fresh horror stories (the current
White House staff is generally believed t o
be dedicated t o the proposition that the
public memory is about tliree weeks
long). The scope of the panel’s study was
broadened t o include the structure of
the entire Defense cstablishment, which
helped dilute thc attention given t o the
spending control issue. Finally, thc panel
was composed of individuals who either
knew nothing about military procurement or were beneficiaries of current
practices.
In the year of grace bought by tlic
Fitzhugli study, the Pentagon’s big
spenders liave done a remarkable job of
strengthening their coalition of supporters. Until last year, most of the burden
of selling the big military programs had
been borne by Pentagon officials and
tlicir larger suppliers, the classic military-industrial complex. However, since
then all the principal bcneficiaries of the
process have been organized into a
spending lobby of awcsome power.
True, the Congress has cut the Petitagon’s spending requests in each of the
last two years. Last year Representative
George Mahon’s House Appropriations
Committee cut the Pentagon’s requests
by more than $ 5 billion and has cut
about $2 billion more this year. In the
first critical debates and serious floor
challenges in my memory, tlie Pentagon
has bccn in logically and morally vulnerable positions on most issucs subjected
t o questioning. Yet, they have won almost every open fight and have avoided
outright terminations of their most
militarily suspect and most expensive
programs. Most of the cuts have been
“stretch-outs,” or reductions of funds
and planned quantities on still-active
programs.
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Despite public statements deploring
excessive military spending, the biggest
banks in the country lobbied vigorously
and effectively for specific programs,
particularly for congressional action t o
finance Lockheed’s C-5A overruns. With
jobs scarce, big political labor has joined
the gaggle, lobbying t o protect big
military spending programs. AFL-CIO
bigwigs have been particularly candid in
their pitch. They want jobs, period.
They lobbied especially hard for ABM
expansion and C-5A overrun financing.
With a few notable exceptions, the business community is now either pumping
for more military spending or is silent.
All in all, the Pentagon has done a
remarkable job of organizing a broader
new military spending coalition. This is
one product of the Fitzhugh Panel grace
period, and another is the report itself.
Let’s consider what we obtained by waiting for the report’s recommendations,
beginning with those on the organization
of the Pentagon.

Smoothing the Wrinkles
This section of the report was higlily
advertised as strengthcning civilian control of our military establishment. Its salient feature was the recommendation to
remove the Joint Chiefs of Staff from
immediate control of military operations. Presumably, this rcspoiisibility was
to be assigned to an individual “drawn
from civilian life.” Political and press reaction to this feature was ovcrwhelmingly favorable. Many liberals were ecstatic, forgetting for the moment that we
already have civilian control in the persons of Senator John Steniiis and Representative L. Mendel Rivers. They will be
disillusioned to learn that the new post
of chief of the Pentagon’s military operations section has been filled by the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. This
possibility was suggested by Fitzhugh
himself.
So the most widely heralded organizational recommendation has amounted
to exactly nothing. Admiral Rickover,
among others, has been predicting this

for months. Speaking of the Pentagon’s
civilian and military bureaucrats’ propensity t o fake corrective actions by reorganization, he said, “Every time they
have trouble, they change the organization. Generally, they change the telephone numbers.’’ The Admiral, a longt i m e bureaucrat-watcher, recognized
early on that the Pentagonists would not
even alter the historic pattern or
sequence of bureaucratic protective reactions. He knew that nothing would really
change.
However, in the present instance, this
is not quite the case. Things are not the
same, for the Fitzhugh Report contains
many other organizational recommendations, some of which actually make
things worse.
One example affects the principles of
internal control in procurement. Sizeable
businesses usually keep separate the
functions of generating requirements for
purchases, placing purchase ordcrs, certifying satisfactory delivery, approving invoices for payment, and issuing checks.
This is done to minimize the possibility
of collusion and defalcation. These func-
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tions have tended t o be drawn together
in the Pentagon’s big weapons development programs, supposedly for speed in
handling contractual matters. In those
few instances in which reductions in
weapons costs havc been made, the governmen t contracting officers, or purchasing agents, have been independent of the
government program offices. Program
offices, the government’s focal points for
day-to-day management of military
systems, generally view the governmentindustry relationship as a partnership
rather than an arms-length buyer-seller
situation. In several cases these contracting officers have used their independence
and their considerable legal powers to
very good effect.
In any event, it has long been an article of faith among the larger military
contractors that government contracting
officers should be placed under the direction of the program offices, where
they would be more “responsive” and
would be more “understanding of industry problems.” Key industry associations, especially the AIA (Aerospace Industry Association) and the CODSIA
(Council of Defense and Space Industry
Associations) have long favored this arrangemen t.
With knowledge of this background, I
was not surprised that the Fitzhugh Report recommended giving the government program manager directive authority over the contracting officer. Still, it
was an incredible recommendation for a
businessman to endorse.
A second example of a poorly conside r e d organizational recommendation
comes from the data processing section.
In 1966, when I first became alarmed at
the C-SA’S state of health, I was assisted
by an extremely able Air Force officer,
Colonel Joe Warren. Colonel Warren had
a fine war record and an outstanding
record as a manager. He was perceptive
and fearless enough to write and sign the
first report which stated bluntly that the
C-5A, then called “a miracle of procurcment,” was a disaster. Within days after
he submitted this report, Joe Warren was
found to have absolutely unique qualifi-
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cations t o be Air Attache in Addis
Ababa.
The purpose of this move was outrageously apparent, of course, and
friends of Warren fought back. Robert
Anthony, then Comptroller of the Defense Department, came to the rescue
with a higher priority job in his office,
and Colonel Warren’s Ethiopian assignment was cancelled. The Defense computer operations were a shambles, and
Joe Warren was assigned to d o something
t o improve them.
He found computer utilization t o be
under 50 per cent (the Fitzhugh Report
acknowledges 5 0 t o 60 per cent now),
with much of the work being done of
doubtful value. The Pentagon clearly had
far more computers than needed, and
more were being bought. Justification
procedures for buying more computers
were a sham, and symptoms of political
shenanigans abounded. After many adventures, Joe Warren succeeded in putting some teeth into justification procedures. Moreover, he used the procedures in several instances t o block poorly
justified proposed acquisitions altogether
and to send applicants back to the drawing boards.
T h e c o m p u t e r industry, which
needed new business, was collectively furious. Their analysis of their problem
was excellent. The problem was Joe
Warren, and the solution was reorganization, using the Fitzhugh Report as a
vehicle. And the report did recommend
r e assigning responsibility for Joe
Warren’s function t o a civilian assistant
secretary, citing procurement delays as a
m a j o r problem. Interestingly, cven
though the report acknowledged low
equipment utilization, the possibility of
over-buying was not even discussed.

Discovering the Old Non-Policy
Most of the Fitzhugh Report’s favorable publicity was focused on the recommendations for acquiring big new weapons systems. “Fly before you buy” was
t h e keynote recommendation. This
“breakthrough” was trumpeted around
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the world. This was more than just a recommendation, according t o the flacks’
news releases. The press accounts said
the panel had simply confirmed a policy
already adopted by Secretaries Laird and
Packard. The New Yorlc Times wrote:
The panel’s recommendation of procurement was, in fact, somewhat iedundant, since the Pentagon, under Mr.
Laird’s direction, had already adopted the
general policy of developing prototype
weapons and making certain they worked
before going into production,

Indeed, the panel’s recommendations
in this area d o appear t o be closely related t o Packard’s policy guidance memorandum of May 28, 1970. In turn,
Packard’s memo was a restatement of his
general guidelines issued shortly after his
arrival in the Pentagon. He said: “The
most important consideration before
moving into full-scale production on a
new weapons system is t o have assurance
that the engineering design is completed,
that all major problems have been rcsolved, and this has been demonstrated
t o the extent practical by actual performance testing.”
Now, as far as this goes, it is hard t o
argue with. It is particularly attractive if
coupled with a further objective of retaining competitive options as long as
possible. It’s neither a new idea nor an
untested one, but it’s a good suggestion
nonetheless. If this had been the report’s
only recommendation, and if the Pcntagon had followed it in good faith, the
taxpayers would have gotten their
money’s worth from the Fitzliugh Panel.
Senator William Proxmire tested the
Pentagon’s sincerity when he introduced
an amendment calling on the Pentagon
t o report its loudly announced policy,
just t o report after the fact on whether
the policy had been followed.
Laird, Packard, Stennis, and Company opposed Proxmire fiercely. They
said that his proposal was “premature,”
despite the fact it supposedly had been
their de facto policy for more than a
year, and formal policy for almost three
months. Laird said that “it would eliminate flexibility in acquisition strategy,”

notwithstanding the fact that Proxmire’s
amendment required only an after-thefact report. I n short, the Pentagon had
no intention of really following the practice if it could be avoided.
This was not news t o Proxmire, of
course. For one thing, he had the hard
evidence of the Pentagon’s recent past
and future commitments t o buy before
flying in almost every big program. Furthermore, his subcommittee for economy in government had heard testimony
on the subject from the three Assistant
secretaries of Installations and Logistics
(procurement) in May, 1970. Two of the
t h r e e d i s m i s s e d fly-before-you-buy
(FBYB) as impractical. Why? Because it
did not provide adequate contractor employment during the interval between
completion of the prototype and beginning of production. As most of us know
by now, providing employment is L?
major objective in most cases. In some
cases, it is the name of the game.
I t is strange that the Fitzliugh Panel
did not address this question except in
their vague endorsement of the old industry chestnut of “maintaining a viable
industrial mobilization base,” whatever
that is. Since the procurement chiefs’ objections t o FBYB were well known long
before the panel’s report was issued, it
seems the panel should have dealt with
the objection if it really anticipated
adoption of FBYB.
Throw the Babies Out
It is also strange that the panel, while
giving lip service t o improving the engineering definition of new weapons with
FBYB, summarily dumped the Pentagon’s established procedures for contract
definition. These procedures call for
thorough studies of proposed new wcapons systems aimed at ensuring that big,
expensive systems d o not involve undue
technical uncertainties. Most students of
the process would agree that contract definition as carried out under existing procedures is too laborious and too dependent on paper studies. However, these
procedures contain good features, too,
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and the chief problem has been a lack of
enforcement. Fitzhugh has thrown out
the baby with the bathwater. With existing contract dcfinition procedures abandoned and with FBYB revealed as a
public relations ploy, the Pentagon is left
bankrupt with regard t o advance definition of contract baselines.
But then, the Pentagon has long advocated what used t o be called “the rubber
baseline.” This permits plans t o be progressively modified to approximate actual performance, a comfortable operating
modc.
A look at tho Pentagon’s recent history and future plans for FBYB should
have tipped off a prudent man not to
place heavy dependence on such documents as Packard’s policy memo, as Fitzhugh apparently did. Last year, Congress
and Secretary Laird vied for credit for
“killing” the production program for the
Navy’s new F-14 fighter until the plane
could be flown long enough to work out
the bugs. Yet during the year, in closed
hearings and before the plane had flown,
Laird requested and received approval to
begin spending production money. Similarly, the Air Force’s new fighter, the
F-15, is not following FBYB, nor is the
ABM or any of the big new ship programs, such as Representative Stennis’
Mississippi-built DD963 destroyer, or the
larger tank programs such as the
Sheridan.
In seemingly contradictory recommendations, Fitzhugh endorses “flexibility in selecting [the] type of contract
most ap;propriate,” but then unequivocally endorses “a prohibition of total
package procurement” (TPP). In the latter case, I believe lie is again abandoning
a lot of good but unenforced features to
get rid of a few bad ones. There have
been three basic problems with total
package procuremcnt in the past. One,
the initial contract definitions have been
inadequate and vague. Two, the government has repeatedly demonstrated its
unwillingness t o enforce the contracts.
The contractors know this and behave
accordingly. Three, the TPP fixed-price
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incentive contracts have been effectively
converted to cost-plus contracts, with
full application of the repricing formulas, or “golden handshake” clauses. All
the principal Air Force TPP contracts
were flawed by the repricing formulas.
Commenting on Lockheed’s C-SA package, Bernard Nossiter wrote in The Washingto ti Post :
If Edward Lear and Salvador Dali had
collaborated on an economic text, they
might have come up with the contract
that the Air Force has made with Lockheed for the big C-5A jet transport.

As things developed, the C-5A contract really was grotesquc. Lockheed
found that their actual costs on the first
order of C-SAs would probably exceed
the ceiling price of their contract, which
would result in their losing money on
the first order alone. But overruns ovcr
the ceiling price of the first order triggered rcpricing of the second order, and
Lockheed could use the repricing formula to reduce overall losses by overrunning even further.
I was quite close t o the three major
systems bought under TPP contracts; the
C-SA, SRAM (Short Range Attack Missile), and the Maverick tactical missile.
Both the missile programs would have
been ideal for competitive prototypes.
Undcr this approach, two or more contractors would build prototypes, these
prototypes would then be tested compctitively, and the winner would get the contract. However, they were not unreasonable applications of TPP. The C-SA was a
good application of TPP, despite current
wringing of hands. Getting commitments
on production prices during initial competition is a good idea. After all, thc airlines buy new airplanes of similar complexity this way routinely. The difliculty
was that the C-SA TPP had the reverse
incentive of the repricing formula built
in, the Air Force did not have the fortitude t o enforce the contract, Lockheed
knew this, and both Lockheed’s technical promises and their sloppy cost control were predicated on their accurate as-
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sessment of Air Force intentions.
Rather than plugging the loopholes in
TPP, Fitzhugh would throw it out altogether. Again, this looks bad, until you
read what he does recommend.

How to Bore a Loophole
The report endorses level-of-effort
contracting, which is another way of
saying that the contractor’s product is
man-hours expended. Under this plan,
the contractor has no real commitment
t o deliver anything, much less a necessity
t o excel. The same holds true for the
present yearly $700-800 million of independent research and development
(IR&D) grants for larger contractors. I
can’t think of any weapons system invented under these grants. Apparently,
neither can Senator Stennis’ committee,
which, along with Senator Proxmire, has
questioned the size and wisdom of the
grants. The Fitzhugh Report is vague on
the handling of the IR&D subsidy, but it
is critical of congressional questioning
and appears t o endorse the present nostrings-a ttaclied grants.
Fitzhugh also endorses parametric
cost estimating for procurement. This
approach builds in, and indeed amplifies,
mistakes and inefficiencies of the past in
establishing prices for new procurements. While the parametric, or “will
cost,’’ approach t o estimating has some
application in projecting funding requirements, the “should cost” approach is infinitely better in procurement if one is
interested in saving money. (A distinction should be drawn between saving
money and eliminating overruns as such.
In theory, at least, overruns could be
eliminated by making initial estimates
fat enough to accommodate shoddy engineering and bad management. This
would not save money. On the other
hand, demanding but attainable estimates are a first step in the series of
management actions needed t o cut
costs.)
The “should cost” approach, which
seeks t o identify and eliminate “fat” in
cost estimates, has had considerable

publicity of late. In a good move, the
Army rediscovered this old-fashioned,
hard-nosed approach. According to testimony before a Joint Economics Committee subcommittee in May of this
year, its first “should cost” study identified about 34 per cent of the contractor’s proposed cost as “fat,” or potential
savings. Based on my own experience,
this is about what should be expected on
small weapons programs such as the
Army’s pilot program, the Hawk missile.
Large weapons programs are usually
much fatter. Naturally, the large contractors and industry associations oppose
“should cost” and endorse “will cost”
pricing. The latter approach is, of course,
a comfortable, congenial, and gentlemanly approach. It is also ruinously expensive. Under the “will cost” approach,
ever-increasing prices are mathematically
justified and everybody wins except the
taxpayers, who are generally ignorant of
the process and consequently do not
complain. Fitzhugh’s endorsement of
“will cost” or parametric pricing delighted the military spending coalition.
“Secretary Laird,

Mt
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Despite acknowledgments of “poor
management” in weapons contracts in
public statements by Packard, Fitzhugh
does not mention this unpleasantness.
He says nothing about overhead increases, declines in labor efficiencies, or
the like. He ignores the fact that tlic Pcntagon does not know whether its giant
contractors are overrun or underrun on
work done through a point in time, nor
does it know the specifics of any deviation from plan. That is, it doesn’t know
whether overruns are traceable t o increases in labor, material cost, or overhead expenses. Most hot-dog stand
owners would know, but the Pentagon
and its large contractors have barely a
clue.
These omissions are apparently the
result of the panel’s assumption of a
trend toward fixed-price contracts in
which the contractors would have more
responsibility and in which the government’s need for monitoring would be
reduced. The report states the assumption boldly:
During the past decade, the trend in
government contracts for developments
has shiftcd markedly from cost-plusfixed-fee toward fixed-price contracts,
many of which have embodied incentive
features .

They arc simply dead wrong here. The
C-5A airplane and Cheyenne helicopter
contracts are t o be converted t o cost reimbursement. The new programs such as
the F-14 Navy fighter, the F-15 Air
Force fighter, and the B-1 bomber are
starting out as cost reimbursement
(cost-plus) contracts. The trend is in the
opposite direction from fixed-price contracts.
Even if the Administration were
serious about its fly-before-you-buy
policy, the effect of other new policies
could dissipate any possible savings.
Starting with a cost-plus development
contract, then negotiating thc follow-on
production contract without competition and with pricing based on past
actual cost rather than “should cost,”
prices of weapons will be even more
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bloated than at present. True, the
appearance of overruns will be avoided
by having contract prices adapt t o actual
costs, but tlie taxpayer will have t o pony
up additional money just the same. He’ll
.feel better about it, though, because he
won’t realize what’s happening t o him.
Another of Fitzhugh’s recommendations is t o abandon the Selected
Acquisition Reports (SAR), the quarterly reports on status of weapons
Systems programs. The Fitzhugh Panel
comments that the SARs “measure subsequent events in the development
against the standard of the original
estimate.” Deviations from the plan require explanations and, according t o the
panel, this produces further ill effects:
These explanations in turn generate
f u r t h e r d e t a i l e d e x a i n i ~ i a t i o n of
deviations by the Department [of
Defense] and especially by the Congress.
All this has led to an understandable but
nonetheless undesirable rigidity o n the
part of the project manager t o stay as
close as possible t o the cost and schedule
as originally estimated.

Clearly, this will never do. If this kind of
factual exposure is allowed t o continue,
the taxpaying natives may get restless.

The Missing Hustle Factor
The most serious omission, pcrhaps the most serious shortcoming of the
entire report, is the failure t o deal with
the problem of the motives involved in
arms procuremen-motives which often
lead t o lucrat’ive but dishonest collusion.
Maybe Fitzhugh and other nice men like
him just can’t believe the people in tlie
Pentagon really have poor intentions.
Maybe they don’t understand that Pentagon managers are not motivated by the
profit and loss goad which is so effective
in the competitive business world. It
must really be hard for thein t o believe
that Pentagon managers work hard at devising ways t o take a dive, to throw the
game, in contract negotiations with giant
firms. Anyone who has any doubts
about this should go over the Air Force’s
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plan for making Lockheed well again,
which was outlined in a set of 25
“Official Use Only” briefing charts dated
August 3 1 , 1970. After hiding the C-5A
overruns, admitting they falsified government reports t o protect Lockheed stock
prices, and juggling figures t o “avoid tlie
appearance of excess profits on Run B”
(the second order of C-SAs), tlie Air
Force came up with a masterpiece. In
summary, here’s what they proposed t o
do:
1) Lockheed would agree t o accept a
“fixed loss” (an indefinite amount but a
fraction of their loss otherwise), which
would be lent back to them with repayment t o begin in 1974 if the Pentagon
should choose t o ask for repayment, and
if the Pentagon wouldn’t choose simply
t o give Locklieed more money.
2) The Pentagon would remove colitractual ceilings on Lockheed’s expenditures.
3 ) Lockheed would be absolved of
guaranteeing the performance of the airplanes and of managing tlie program.
4) Pciialties for substandard performance and late delivery would be
removed.
5 ) Locklieed and tlie Pentagon would
agree t o circumvent the normal legal proc e d u r e s designed t o protect the
taxpayers.
6) The Air Force would get wli,c~t ever
number of C-5As Lockheed chose t o
p 1-0duce .
To me, the Air Force’s bail-out plan
is evidence of the Pentagon’s collapse of
will in dealing with its giant contractors.
If tlie Locklieed bail-out precedent is established, how can the Pentagon ever
hold a large contractor t o his commitmcnts? What is tlie significance of any
procedural or organizational reform if
the overall intent problem is not solved?
If the government’s policy is t o accept
whatever the giant contractors produce
and give them whatever money they
need, why should managers of these big
firms concern themselves with making
quality products, with meeting specifications, and with holding costs down?
In justice t o Lockheed and the C-5A

project, 1 should acknowledge that other
large recipients of contract funds generally get the same kid-glove treatment in
dealings with the Pentagon. Thc F-1 1 1
airplane, the Mark I1 avionics system for
the same machine, the Minuteman II
missile, the SRAM, the MBT-70 tank,
the Mark 48 torpedo, and numerous
other projects failed about as badly as
the Lockheed’s C-5A program. None met
their original specifications, and all were
vastly overrun. Nevertheless, none of the
large prime contractors has suffered
unduly as a result of their failures.
Locklieed is just unlucky. Usually tlie
bail-out is accomplished routinely,
though somewhat clandestinely, through
the simple mechanism of contract
changes, known in the trade as “contract
nourishment.” Publicity, along with the
enormous sums of money involved, is
making the Lockheed bail-out more difficult.

A Jury of Defendants
I ani at a loss t o explain the Fitzhugli
Panel’s failure t o deal with the problem
of intent. I t is completely beyond me
how any reasonably intelligent group of
experienced businessmen could spend a
year studying the Pcntagon’s Augean
contracting mess without even speculating about the possibilities inherent in
enforcing contracts with large firms. One
popular theory is that the panel missed
the major causes of the Pentagon’s procurement mess because tlie study was
planned that way and was staffed to
guide the report t o its bland outcome.
The business connections of the
panel’s members do not inspire confidence in their objectivity, t o say thc
least. Shortly after the panel was
formed, Senator I’roxmirc let loose a
blast at the panel, charging that there
were apparent conflicts of interest on
the part of panel members. The specifics
are wo I-t 11 reviewing .
The chairman, Gilbert W. F i tzhugh,
was not only chairman of the board of
the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company but also a director of tlie Singer
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Company. Metropolitan Life held over
$34 million in common stock of 24 of
tlie 100 largest Pentagon contractors,
a n d h a d o u t s t a n d i n g l o a n s of
$1,325,000,000 t o 24 of the top 100
military contractors. The Singer Company also held military contracts. Fitzhugli resigned his positions with these
companies, temporarily at least. He is
now back in the harness at Metropolitan.
Next on the list was Robert C.
Jackson, chairman of the board of Ryan
Aeronautical Company. At the time of
Jackson’s appointment, Ryan held military contracts worth $293,158,000.
Jackson also held memberships in the
Air Force Association, the Navy League,
the Army Aviation Association, and the
Defense Orientation Conference Association, all of which are self-interested and
outspoken supporters of Pentagon activities.
F o l l o w i n g J a c k s o n was Lewis
Franklin Powell, Jr., whosc Richmond
law firm, Hunton, Williams, Gay, Powell,
and Gibson, represented Newport News
Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company,
then the 34th largest military contractor
with $18 1,309,000 in contracts. Powell
did merger work for the company and
representcd it before the Virginia General Assembly. He was also a director of
the Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone
Company, which holds $13 ,0 18,000 in
military contracts. Powell was an Air
Force intelligencc officer at one time
a n d was a reserve colonel when
appointed t o the panel.
Ruben Mettler was executive vice
president, assistant president, and a
director of TRW, Inc., which held
$127,467,000 in military contracts.
Mettler was also industry vice chairman
of thc Industry Advisory Council, a joint
Pentagon-contractor group which functions as the board of directors of the
in ili t a r y p r o c u r e m e n t cominunity.
Mettler was with Hughes Aircraft,
another top contractor and then became
a special consultant in the Defense
Department. He went t o TRW in 1955.
Wilfred McNeil was a Pentagon
employee from 1941 t o 1959, during
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wliicli time lie was released from active
duty from tlie Navy with tlie rank of
Rear Admiral. As a civilian, he reachcd
the position of Assistant Secretary of
Defense and Comptroller. He was a director and adviser of Faircliild-Hiller
Corporation when appointed t o the
panel. Fairchild-Hiller had $12 1,259,000
in contracts. He was also a member of
the Lower Manhattan Advisory Board of
the Chemical Bank, which had cxtensive
loans outstanding t o Pentagon contractors. McNeil was then a member of the
Navy League and past president of the
New York state division of that organi-4
zation.
William Blackic was the board cliairman of Caterpillar Tractor Company,
which held $42,753,000 in defense contracts. Me was also a director of Shell Oil
Company, which held $32,754,000 in
defense contracts.
Following Blackie was John Maurice
Fluke, prcsident of John Fluke Manufacturing Company. His company held
$1,472,000 worth of defense contracts.
George Champion followed Fluke on
the contractors list. Champion was a
director of the International Paper
Company, wliich held defense contracts
totaling $665,000. He was also a director
of American Smelting and Refining
Company, which held $448,000 worth
of military contracts. Champion’s major
position was his board chairmanship of
the Chase Manhattan Bank, also a big
l e n d e r t o the military contractor
community.
Next was William Clements, Jr.
Clements was chairman of SEDCO, Inc.,
which held $93,000 in military contracts. Additionally, Clements was chairman of the board of governors of
Soutliern Met hodis t University , which
h e l d $735,000 worth of military
contracts.
These eight panel members, representing a majority on the 15-member
panel, had official positions with 12 different companies which held a combined
total of at least $1,021,902,963 in
military contracts.
Further objectivity was lent t o tlie
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panel by such members as Joseph Kirkland, secretary-treasurer of the AFL-CIO
when appoiiited, and Hobart Lewis,
president of Reader’s Digest.
J. Fred Buzhardt, was the administrative officer of tlie staff. He is a graduate
of the United States Military Academy.
He spent eight years as a staff member
with Senator Strom Thurmond. During
that tiine, his biography stated, he was
“assigned largely t o work with staff of
Senate Armed Services Committee and
Military Preparedness Sub-Committee.”
At tlie time of his appointment he was
on the Pentagon payroll as a special
assistant, and he is now General Counsel
t o the Pentagon.
The apparent doinination of thc
panel by individuals with Pentagon contractor viewpoints makes tlie suspicion
of bias unavoidable. This suspicion is
heightened by the fact that most of the
actual work of thc panel’s review was
done by Pentagon employees or by
Stanford Research Institute and other
Pentagon contractors. So far as can be
determined, the Pentagon paid all the
bills.

Who Will Rinse the Whitewash?
When Senator Proxmire revealed the
business connections of the panel meinbers last year, he predicted a whitewash
in the report of weapons acquisition
activities. According t o The Washington
Post, Fitzhugh responded with the hope
that the panel’s report “would be judged
on its own merits” and not on the
make-up of the panel.
They liave flunked the course on
both counts, at least in the procurement
area. The report is a whitewash written
by whitewashees. Defenders and beneficiaries of the mess arc still trying to cure
it by pouring money on it, then scratching dirt over it. Once the slogans are disposed of (fly-before-you-buy and civilian
control), the Fitzliugli Panel’s report
amounts t o such a non-solution.
With all this, it is tempting t o write
off the whole Fitzhugh Panel effort as
just another of the cndless series of

bureaucratic anesthetics for the taxpayers. From my point of view, there is
only one reason t o reserve judgment on
the final outcome of the whole episode.
That rcason is the man himsell, Gilbert
Fitzliugh. He seems sincere. He has a fine
reputation t o protect. It is possible that
he was used by the self-serving authors
of the incredibly bad weapons acquisition recommendations. After all, he did
state early in his review that he knew
little or nothing about the process. He
has now been educated by some of the
country’s most successful participants in
the Pentagon’s on-going procureineiit
swindle.
If I were in Fitzhugh’s position and
had not been a knowing party to the
whitewash, I would be extremely
annoyed t o learn that I had been used as
a patsy. I would take a hard second
look-and consider things like the hustle
factor and the problem of honest contract enforceinent with large corporat ion s.
It would be most rcfrcsliing t o see a
businessman make some businesslike
recominendations for a change: like
objective evaluations of true need for the
weapons in the first place; like writing
sound, well-defined, binding Contracts,
with improved definition resulting from
competitive prototypes where possible;
like enforcing the contracts, even if some
of the lodge brothers lose money occasionally; like finding ways t o get more
competition, both in initial awards and
continuing programs; 1ike ncgo tiating
tough prices, based on what the work
should cost with the fat squeezed out;
like keeping track of program status, and
insisting that problems be fixed before
they become national disasters; like cont r o l l i n g spurious get-well contract
changes; like setting difficult, specifically
quantified cost reduction goals for Pentagon managers; like fixing the Pentagon’s
rewards system so that those who undcrrun are promoted and those who ovcrrun
are disciplined (has anyone ever been
fircd for overrunning?).
The report wouldn’t be hard t o write.
Let’s hope Gilbert Fitzhugh writes it.
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Memo of the Month:
Cleaning Up a t Commerce
OFFICE DECOR GUIDELINES
Neat and attractive working space contributes t o high morale and increased
employee productivity. Our new offices in the DOC Building present a neat
and business-like appearance and must be kept that way. 1 am sure each of
you shares the Administrator’s enthusiasm for cleaning up working areas.

To assist in this, the following simple guidelines have been prepared:
1. Records and files not required for frequent use should be
transferred t o General Files or identified for disposal.
2. Uiineccssary furniture and equipment should be reported t o
the Office of Administrative Services for removal.
3 . File cabinets should be kept clear on top. Files not in use
should be in file cabinets.

4. Desks, tables and bookcases should be kept neat. Bookcase
tops and window sills should be kept clear.

5. Personal mementos and plants should he in good taste and kept
t o a minimum.
6. To avoid a cluttered appearance, no office wall should contain
more than one large or two small pictures, maps, ctc. All such
items should be in frames and properly hung. No items are t o be
fastened t o the walls or doors with scotch tape, thumb tacks, etc.

7. Desk lamps should not be required, except in infrequent areas
where lighting is clearly not adequate.
8. Office machines should be limited t o those required for
frequent use and should be covered when not in use.
Implementation of the above guidelines is the responsibility of each
employee and his supervisor and should be completed as soon as possible.
Visual inspections will be conducted periodically t o determine our progress
and will be reflected in a monthly report to the Administrator.
Your assistance in the above is earnestly requested.

GEORGE R. GRIFFITI-IS

Assistant Administrator
for Administration
September I O , 1970
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